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Liquid-solid coexistence in mixed lipid membranes 







It is known that lipid bilayers form various lamellar phωes such as Lα(liquid) phase in 
which the hydrocarbon chains are disordered， Lβ， (solid) phase in which they are ordered， or 
Ps' phase (rippled phase) in which the membranes are spatially modulated. For binary lipid 
mixtures， phase separations between di百erentphases occur. Recently， coexistence between Lα 
and Lβ， phases was experimentally observed (1). 
We first discuss the model of the structural transition among various phases for single com信
ponent lipid membranes. We extend the Landau free energy in Ref. (2) so that the LcrLβ' 
transition is first-order. Here the molecular orientation is described by a vector field， and a 
coupling between the membrane curvature and the molecular orientation is taken into account. 
The calculated phase diagram is given in Fig. 1. We further consider the lateral phase separation 
and the membrane structure for binary lipid membranes. We determine various coexistences 
between the liquid and the solid phases. 
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Figure 1: The calculated phase diagram of a single component lipid membrane酪 afunction 
of the reduced temperature t' and the reduced elastic constant -Cil/CJ. Lαis the disordered 
liquid phase， Lβ， IS恥 ωderedsolid ph出 e，弓!)姐dザ)are the 1D m仙 llatedph蹴 s，and 
the square lattice phase is the 2D modulated phase. 
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